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Abstract

Crazing-angle single^ spectra for projectile fragments from nuclear

collisions exhibit a broad peak centered near the beam velocity,

suggesting that these observed fragments play only a "spectator" role in
M

thf. reaction. Using only this spectator assumption (but not DWBA), we

1985/ "*

s i l l i l l

that a "prior form" formulation of che reaction leads, via closuie,

to a <4>!W| <j<V-cype estimate of the Inclusive spectator spectrum, thuj

relating it to the reaction cross section for the "participant" with the
HI;

target. 'A shown explicitly that this expression includes an improved

mulcl'ch.-tnnel version of the Udagawa-Tamura fomula for the "breakup-

fusion" or incomplete fusion cross section, and identifies lc as the

fluctuation pare of the par.icipant-targcfc reaction cross section.f

.'.uber-type estimate of the distorted wave functions which enter

clearly shows how che width of the peak in the spectator spectrum arise*

iron the "Kevm.1 «oilon" within the projectile, as in the staple Serber

model, but is modified by the "overlap geometry" of the collision,
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oi»»» tsf vMrh ha< attracted considerable

attention In recent years Is that of projectile fragmentation. Iden-

tified by the detection of at least one fragment of the projectile

_C^thc_spectator") near its grazing angle, where Its spectrua is found

Co p<sak near the bean velocity. The simplest measurable aspect of the

reaction, both experimentally and theoretically, is the inclusive or

"singles" cross section, i.e., the determination of the energy and/or

angular distribution of the spectator alone. Our purpose here Is to

provide an especially simple and direct formulation of the theory of

this most elementary reaction, In order to correlate several previous*

treatments and to provide considerable'insight Into elaborate numerical

ca \ lations which have been performed within the DWDA model.

"n the notation which has become conventional, th«i reaction is

.* z ibed «8

a + A * b + x + A + b + X , (I.I)

indicating that only ]> is detected (thus Including both bound and

enbound states of X - x + A ) . Although in general J> rould of course

tave Interacted strongly with the target A, It Is presumed, in those

cases where its spectrum ts found to peak aear the beam velocity, to

have played a r>a»slve or spectator rolt la the reaction. Employing

this assumption, all models constructed to date have considered che

reaction to be basically a collision of the "participant" x with A, is

which J> Is indeed treated as »< ?ectator, and permitted to scatter on

A, if at all, only elastlcally. By f*r the simplest description

possible is that of the Serber model1), in which both the *pcccat«r ind



th< incident projectile «re described by plane waves. This" lead» ' LO

tits appealingly simple oar-shell formula

d-.tr

where a^J is the total cross section for xA scattering, and |'

is the momentum distribution of the x-b relative motion inside the

projectile, evaluated at the momentum transfer to J>; p(Eb) is the

fiual-rstate density for b. lta(qb)|
2 peaks at qb « 0 (b remains at

beam velocity), and in this simplified model it is entirely responsible

for the energy and angular distribution of the spectator. As we shall

see, this Is the physical origin of these distributions even in a more

realistic calculation, but they are substantially modified by the

absorption which the plane-wave model of course omits. The appearance

of the total xA cross section means that all possible xA reactions are

Included, from elastic scattering to complete fusion (including what

has been called "breakup-fusion").

The Serber model has met with modest success in explaining the

shapes of forward-angle spectra, but considerably more realistic

calculations are now available. Aarts^) generalized the plane wave

approach to include Coulomb interactions (but not nuclear absorption)

and compared it with his extensive coincidence as veil as singles data,

in addition to more accurate DWBA calculations. Friedman3' argues that

the absorptive bA interaction requires the collision to be a fairly

1 peripheral one, making it sensitive not to the entire inter.'or of the

projectile wave function •a(f*b"
t
x^»

 U<JC en^v co *t3 surface region, and

? he finds ao impressive correlation between the width of the quasi-free

I



bump in do/oTb and tire binding eiieiij iur-the-a-—b-«- r- breakup node.

For relatlvlstie data, Hu'fner and ttcmes ' come to such the same

conclusion within the Units of the Glauber approximation, employing

closure to sun t>vcr'the unobserved states of the xA system.

The alternative theoretical approach which has been studied, for

lower energy data, is the DWBA (or DUIA), again a spectator approach

and again using closure. Bauer and collaborators^' ' have performed an

extensive series of DWBA calculations for the breakup of light

projectiles like deuterons and alpha*. They employed tne pose xorm of

DWBA, as well as a zero-range approximation for *3(?b~r*x)
 and a sur^ace

approximation for X(f%~?/J- They were quite successful In fitting both

singles and coincidence data, and in particular found that elastic

breakup, in which A is left In its ground state. Is generally a small

component of the J> spectrum. Finally, IMagava et_ £!• ~ * u ) , considering

what they designate a» a "breakup fusion" reaction, have been able to

write the cross section for observing the spectator particle In the

appealing fora

la which they identify d^*) as the wave function for x-A relative

motion, after the a • x + b breakup. They find this result Co produce

a fairly acceptable fit to E b spectra for lighter heavy ions, at the

upper ends of the spectra, but 1B general to underestlnate these

spectra by as ouch a» a factor of 10 at their lower tods.

We conjecture that part of the reason for this underestimate is

due to the constraint Imposed by these authors that the projectile



occur before the xA interaction. In general these events could

occur in either order, or simultaneously, and since there is no

experimental way to distinguish the various orders, all should be

suntned over to obtain the singles b-spectrum. As we demonstrate below,

if this is done, one obtains for the net b-spectrum (employing only the

spectator approximation, but no DV3A assumption) the similar but even

simpler result for the "xA reaction cross section" (i.e., excluding

elastic breakup),
4

with

(1.5)

employing Udagawa's notation that (|> implies Integration only over the

coordinates of particle b; x], and Xfc* ̂ are optical vave functions for

ai and Jb scattering elastically from A, and fta is the internal wave

function for the projectile. Px +\? x) thus clearly plays the role of

an optical wave function for the elastic scattering of jt (riding inside

the projectile) on A, and W ^ is the imaginary part of the

corresponding optical potential. <P|v|fl> thus represents the reaction

cross section for x on A. It contains •a(?j)"^x^'
 wnlch *̂ basically tite

source of chc width la the E^-spectrua, but It also contains the

absorption of both x and b by A, in their optical wave functions. This

can be made very explicit by employing a WKS approximation to these X •

wave functions, to produce a very clear qualitative picture of ttyt

reaction, as «• demonstrate below. \ ft t § i
J 9 I * i



II. BACKGROUND ON BZACUON CTOSS SFCTIOMS.

Motivated by the form of Udagava's result, Eq. (3), we recall the

familiar derlvotlon of a—slmllar expression for a reaction cros»

section fron a simple optical-potential SchrodInger equation, written

in the form

- —— 7̂ 4̂ "*̂  + (V-iW)<l^+) • E4i^+^ (2.1)
2m

where we adhere to the customary convention of taking V(r) positive to

describe absorption. The usual Vronsklao manipulation with * and i>*

yields

-n í J-dÁ*. 2<*<+>|W|<|.í+>> , (2.2)

where the Integral 1* over any surface surrounding the potential. In a
\

region where the potential has vanished, and describes the net Invard

flux due to the abaorptlon. Dividing It by the Incident current

U < + ) | 2 v 0 - v 0 (which defines Che normalization of <lP~h gives the

familiar expression for the total reaction cross section,

Oj, - 2<^"rMW|^;>/Hv(> . (2.3)

I.e., the reaction cross faction out of a specific entrance channel is

given by the expectation value of Che Imaginary part of the optical

potential in that channel, calculated with the correspoedlag optical

wave funetloa in that entrance channel.



—It—ta-almost-posslMe-eo-spply this expression, unchanged, to the

three-body or fragmentation problem of Eq. (l.l), and la any practical

calculation Chat Is doubtless what one would do, using Eq. (1.5) to

provide the obvious definition of the "negative energy entrance

channel" wave function, 0X(^*X)« Tt*e fact that the spectator carries

away a range of possible energies» however, requires certain care,

which can best be seen by employing the Feahbach projection operator

formalism.

We consider the multi-channel problem in which the channels are

defined by the states |o> of the target, and choose the projection

operators

P - |0X0| , Q - I - P , (2.4)

so that ?& is the elastic-channel projection of <|>, i.e., the optical

model wave function for this channel.

As usual, che coupled equations are

(E -

with solution

(ao Incident wave la the Q space), and

(E - H-pJP* - VPft Q<|,

(2.6)
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giving the customary expression for the laaglnsry part of the optical

potencial In channel P,

-Wp(E)
QQ

(2.7)

- *|OXO|VpQ 6<E - H Q Q)V Q p|OXO| .

which will be non-zero at any energy where Q-channcls are open.

We now consider any reaction from P to 0. Considering the

Hamiltonlan In the fora H | t + V Q P for this purpose, where H L , C is the

above optical potential In channel P, it» elgenfunctlon P<lA+^ Is the

"unperturbed wave" in this context (containing none of the reaction

channels produced by V Q P ) , SO we write lc as xp
+ (r)|0>; this includes

the full elastic optical distortion in the definition of the Incident

wave. Then If 4>ç is any exact final state tn the 0 space (we are going

to sum over t_ by closure, and so need not restrict our considerations

to DVBA final states), Che net reaction cross section out of channel F

Is

- *1. I <xP
+>l<0lVpq| 4 - )><4">l i(E-HqQ)VQp|O>|

C2.8)

^ P Q 6(Z-HQQ)VQp! 0> I

(using Eq. (2.7)), *s ve found via the alaplcr argtusenc Note that Che
I

closure aia» was done within the Q-apaee»



TTT. Tttg gprfTrmn Mnn?T. raw TMCT.««:nre

Now consider the spectator nodeL for "fragmentation", where by

Inclusive "fragmentation* we mean that a fragment of the projectile is

observed, but we sua over all possible final states of the rest of the

projectile Interacting with the target. This Includes 'breakup", la

which both fragment3 escape, as well as total or Incomplete fusion of x

with the target.

III.l. Direct Reactions Only

We divide the possible xA reactions Into two extremes, direct and

compound (I.e., fluctuating). In the present section we consider only

the direct reactions, meaning that the xA cross section (or, la the

present context, the E b spectator spectrum) exhibits no energy

fluctuations; Udagava and Tamura Interpret this to mean no Incomplete

fusion. Mathematically It Beans that H^Q is real, like the above HQQ,

so that Rq. (2.7) holds for the XÁ system.

Like (Idigava et_a_l., we find it most natural to write the (exact,

noc DWBA) matrix eleaents in the 'prior" form» which considers the

interaction causing the fragmentation to be the entrance-channel

potential,

V

If a glveu trajectory causes A to interact more strongly with £ Chan

with b_, the resultant "tidal force" can fragment the projectile. The

reaction in this case s.s caused more by 7 ^ than by V ^ . la the Unit

that tha V ^ Interaction (and final-acace V^ ) is neglected altogether,
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we have the O>) spectator model. Of course, other trajectories can

equally sake jt the spectator (and «o lease ît travelling forward at

beam velocity); the basic aaauaptlon of the spectator model la that

these two cases can be cleanly separated experimentally.

Choosing J> as the spectator means that ve neglect QV^P as far as

the reaction Is concerned. Its elaatlc scattering component Is

retained, however, by Incorporating It Into the optical model wave

function Xjj(?^) used to describe the outgoing spectator, which contains

the lr^ortant' effect of nuclear absorption of J> if the projectile

impact parameter Is too small. ^ should actually include the full

effect of (x+A) (I.e., not Just of A) on b, but if Hv » Mx, the

distinction is not iaportant.

Thus the spectator-model matrix element In the prior (but

DMBA) font is

where xa
 i% c^* optical model wave function of the projectile, oa Its

Internal state and *0 • |0> the ground-state wave function for the

target. Within the spectator model, this matrix element Is exact, for

4f{ ' is the exact (and unknown) wave function for any state of the xA

system, including the Internal state of A .

Ve should, of course, include Internal wave functions for x and fur
particle-stable states of b, but they will be summed over and"so can he
understood to be la **. We also note ' that the prior fora requires
T f l - <Te|71|*&>t with CI-<r4)«t - E V



By slightly generalizing che (j space oi sec Li tõr~inclu3e~ all

states of xA. noc Just of A, the «ane asnlpulatlon gives, for the net

reaction croaa section out of the entrance channel a_,

where B a > 0 Is the binding energy of jç to b, and p<E^) - ii^k^/^iO A

is the as/aptotic phase space density for Jb. ^xA^t+Ba~Eb^ is> by

definition, che lnagiaary part of the xA optical potential appropriate

Co jç entering in the wave function x£+'$a» rather than as a simple

distorted wave. This W ^ is of course experia«nr.ally inaccessible, but

in a practical calculation one would assume, with Udagawa, that it

cou.ld be approximated by che normal taplrlcal xk optical potential,

evaluated at Z% - Ej • B a - Ev.

If we now define 'negative energy entrance channel" wave functions

for jt as in Sec. I,

where che round bracket indicates Integration over b-coordinates only,

we have the advertised result,
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(3.5)

This has such Che appearance of Udagawa's result, b*t la In face very

different. Ir «Articular 1c lacks the Crccn'a function factors (which

he Includes in p"), the physical reason being that the W ^ r of Eq. (3.3)

arises from flux loas Into other open xA channels (hence Che "direct"

superscript), whereas Udagawa's W ^ arises from closed xA channels, as

we show explicitly In Che next section.

We recall that Eq. (3.5) describes oaly reactions of the xA system

but omits its elastic scattering. I.e., It Is the cross section for

Inelastic fragmentation, omitting elastic fragmentation. An experimen-

tally measured singles spectrum of course Includes both, so an estimate

(perhaps in DWBA) of the elastic contribution ahou'.d be Included in any

confrontation with experimental data; recent theoretical and expert-

mental results'" ' suggest, however, that elastic fragmentation is a

factor of 5 \>r more smaller than the inelastic

tn summary, Eq* (3.5) is our central result. It is essentially

"true by definition", obtainable (within the spectator approximation)

directly fro» the elementary Eq. (1.3) by recognizing thac Eq. (1.3) is

valid for any entrance channel. Equation (3.5) employs an entrance

channel in which _x enters bound to b. It therefore has a kinetic

energy Zx « Z± - E^ + B a, and Indeed Eq. (3.5) requires that vs employ

its optical potential evaluated at this energy, thus relating the

E^-spectma directly to the notion of j> vithla the projectile before

the reaction. The inclusive reaction cross section of Eq. (3*5)

the oroccsue:* computed by Bauer ££. £j/i but should be more
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accurate, in thae It cakes neither the—WBA approxtaatloft- nor- any -•

further approximations like surface or zero-range estimates.

III.2. Fluctuation la the (xA)"Xro«8 Section: Incomplete Fusion

The method of derivation employed in obtaining Eq. (3.5) was based

oa the assumption that the xA cross section contained no strong energy

dependence (e.g., resonances or "fluctuations"). One night expect such

fluctuations to occur if«the xA Interaction leads to Che formation of a

compound nucleus, and Indeed Udagava et at. assume that it iff

exactly these fluctuations (appearing here In the E^ spectrum) which

signal the fusion of x with A, i.e., what would be called "incomplete

fusion" or "breakup-fusion" in the pteseot coatext. This identifica-

tion of an xA fluctuation cross section with breakup-fusion seems quite

plausible, and la eny case, if such fluctuations are present, the

inclusive cross section for detecting j> become», upon energy-averaging,

(3.6)

as we show by generalizing our previous Rq. (3.3) to Include

fluctuations.

To do so, the previews spectator model must be gen#rallz«d to

include the (xA) resonance;», coming from closed channels which were

previously neglected. Thus, we change our previous notation, which

used Q - l-P to identify open channels different from Che entrance

channel. Instead let us write

(3.7)



u
where p0 is the entrance channel, p' the other open chsnnels and Q the

closed channels. If we eliminate the clouei channels, the effective

haniltactiau in P (i.e., the effective coupled-channels hamiltonlan

matrix) is

Hp(E) - Hpp + H p Q _ L _ ^ p . (3.8)

If ve then eliaiinate p* also, we obtain the effective one-chaanel

haailtonian in p ,

It will show the Q-space fluctuations, but If ve average it (by

E • E + II), the denominator will contain exactly the couplad-channels

optical haalltonlan, H o p t(E), which will be complex because of the

fluctuations.

We use\the fact that Che imaginary part of the remaining Green's

function can be written"'

_ _ . - Opt
E - &-_*. + ie c

in which

-, i n
c

(3.10)

rH o p e

defines the coupled-channel optical wave functions.



IS

( E - H Q Q ) ! ^ - O (3.12)

defines the closed-channel resonant states, and the average In trie

seconc term of (3.10) is over these <pstaces; G t Is the coupled-
i

channel optical (matrix) Creen's functions In p*. From this we
I

recognize
1

as the absorptive part of the open-chanoel optical haailtonian matrix

in p1, which is generally sssuaed^*' to be diagonal,

so the iaplied double channel sus In (3.10) reduces to a single one.

Hence we h4ve directly the total Imaginary part of the po-channel

optical potential,

the two tens coming from the two terms of Eq. (3.10); in fact,
?o

contains (from B _ ) a similar term from pa directly to Q. If we

define a rttw 0 t to include all open channels, we can write (see also

Rcf. 12)
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In which the implied turns over the open channels in P show that V "

comes Treat flux loss out of all open channels Into Q, noc just that out

of che entrance channel. We remark In passing that Eq. (3.5), with

(3.16) for W* , bears a close resetablance co the formula obtained' bypo

Kasano and Ichlmura ' from post-form DWBA. Though very similar in

structure, their expressions and ours differ In containing the post and

prior Interaction potentials, respectively, as Is co be expected froa

their different starting points.

With, the aid of Eq. C3.16), a rather sistplc

structure may be immediately obtained for rx-rr- ci Eq. ( 3 . 6 ) .
* a..at.

We first identify G ^ ° P C V |p •Ctl> with the exact wave
0 * ~ CO

function in th.e p space and call it lpp >. Using our

assumption that V is diagonal in the channels, and identifying

- (+) - C+)
<<p |W jp > with Che fusion cross section 3p in

c

channel c (contained in p), ve finally obtain

14)*a incoherent sum of fusion cross sect ions in a l l p (xA)

channels. He should mention at this point Chat the angular

dependence of the inclusive f luc t iac t ing b cross-sect ion

(incomplete fusion) if ent ire ly contained in these angle-

dependent xA fusion cross s ec t ions . This is made transparent

with the aid of Glauber theory in che next sec t ion .
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Io summary, Eq. (3.5) for Che Inclusive spectator spectrum 9till

holds, provided oaly that V**1*" is replaced by W d l r + V f l, which la In

fact the imaginary part of Che empirical optical potential In the (xA)

entrance channel. If one vishcs to decompose this inclusive spectrum

into "direct" and "Incomplete fusion" (break-up-fusion) parts, the

latter does indeed give a tern of the Udagava-Tamura form. However (as

pointed out in Ref. 12), the V** which appears in the formula, as

Eq. (3.16) makes clear. Is really a sum over the We's from all open

channels. These are quantities which are more difficult to obtain than

the single W , since they require fitting a complex channel opticalpo

matrix to the energy-averaged (xA) data. Our con-.lusion is that the UT

formula, if corrected as indicated above, Is a possible means of

calculating incomplete fusion (i.e., fluctuation) cross sections, but

it requires optical parameters from all open channels.
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_1V^._TUK1HER IHSICHT VIA GLAUBER DISTORTION

In spite of the appealing simplicity of Eq. (3.5 or Its generali-

zation), it does not display very explicitly the dependence of the

E^-spectrua on the zero-point Internal motion of the projectile, nor

Che Influence of absorption of 3 and b by the target. All these can be

demonstrated very nicely by employing a WKS or Glauber approximation to

the optical vave functions for b and j». At sufficiently high energies,

this should be quite accurate, but our purpose here is primarily to

provide helpful insight into complex numerical confutations.

The Glauber approximation to an elastic-scattering distorted wave

is

(A.I)

The incident momentum V is taken to point along the positive z-nr-is,

and & is the component of ? perpendicular to »t assumed to vary little

along a snail-angle trajectory. The exponent of the second factor la

X? la the amount of (generally complex) Born approximation phase

shift accumulated along the trajectory up to the point (t,b), with the

Integrand defined «s

*Csf.t) »-jjO(«»b) . (4.2)
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r'

where -U(r) • V(r) + iW(r)~ Is—the millial pulcntlalT— The—oistimaiy

optical phase shift, accumulated aloag the entire trajectory, la given

by

26{b) - [ ik(i\b)dx« - 2 f 4k(x\b)dz' . (4.3)

aad the partial-wave optical S-matrlx eleaenc la

S(b) - e 2 l 6 ( b ) . (4.4)

The optical potential U a A is

and nlnce the Glauber phase is linear in the potential, the phase shift

for a composite particle 1« simply the sua of those for its components,

each at its respective impact parameter,

6a<ba> "

i.e., the Glauber distorted wave for Che projectile is just

«<•>

Í with



aa the average aomenta of £ and b̂ lo £. Substituting this «ad the

analogous expression for x£~) into Eq. (3.*), we tee chat, within the

spectator assumption, the two phase Integrals for particle J> combine co

produce the net optical phase shift 20^(0^), whose exponential is

f giving for Che "entrance channel wave function"

- e ^ * e (4.9)

with

the average moaentua transferred fro* b to A by elastic scattering*

The dependence of the scattering amplitude on the energy and angle of

the spectator thus appears explicitly in q, in the fora of a Fourier

transfora of the product Sj)A *̂ . If S b A were not present (as in the

plane-wave or Serber model), this would be just the Fourier cransfora

\ ( q ) of the internal wave function 6a(r) of the projectile, giving the

upectrua in Che fora |?a(q)|
2 of the Serber aodel.

The factor S ^ b ^ ) aodlfles this, however, for It Is raall af.

saall b^ where b_ is strongly absorbed* The spectator is thus required

to aiss the target la order eo avoid being absorbed. This will both

redoes the aagnltude of the cross section froa that of the Scrbar aadel
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and also broaden che transverse ooaencum spectrusr;—by uariiwlu^—the

range of che b^ integration. The z^ Integration, oa the other hand, is

unaffected by S^A> so, for a given ?x, the longitudinal (i.e.,

grazlng-angle) momentum spectrum, do/dq,, will be Che~saae~a8~ln the

Serber model However, ?x values which cause the spectator to overlap

the target are eliminated by absorption. The result Is generally to

permit only those z^ Integrations which pass through the surface region

of »a(r). This shows explicitly that do/dq., Is primarily sensitive to

the surface paraaeters of *a, rather than to Its entire volume, In

complete agreement with Friedman3' and Kúffoer and Nenes. '

If we define che Integral in Eq. (4.9) to be

d3rb e
 q#rb S ^ V V sV rV ? e q

then

-2 /z*

using che face chac Glauber distortion neglects the difference between

V^ and V^, and neglecting les energy dependence» This is clearly

Just an expansion In tens of partial waves of the participant x, so If

we recall Chat the partial-wave xA reaction cross section Is



and use 1^ - b j ^ and vx • vg , then Eqs. (3*5) and (4.12) yield

where

, 2 *

* being the angle between <f and

Equation (4.14) is our final result, in the Glauber-distortion

spectator model. The factor GJ[ explicitly Indicates that the reaction

occurred because of a collision of A vlth it, leading to any possible

final state different froa eh* entrance channel. And it shows clearly

that the mooentun distribution arises from Che zero-point relative

notion ('Feral action") of x and b vlthin the projectile, which Is

broadened in the transverse direction by absorption of the spectator.

In particular, if this absorption vere absent (SfeA • 1), we vould have

d 2c.

which is che original S«rb*r swdsl.

Finally, if oc* is nee interested in the aoacntua spectra of £,

but only In the •omnttiarlategrated cross sections giving relative
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abundances of various j>'s, one sees from Eqa. (A.9) and (4.12) chat the.

tottl yield of fragment b is

j ife* •£
(A.17)

This displays the "overlap geometry" of the reaction very clearly. It

can be thought of as basically an integral over l*a(rD~rx)l • but with

two absorption factors. As Pig. 2 indicates» one of them excludes

small values for b^, and the other excludes large values of bx, exactly

in accord with one's«Intuition. In fact the latter constraint, that

the participant have some overlap with the target, 1* just the

"fireball geometry" constraint; it is the basis of a recent model by

Harviy and Hooeyer,1^ vhich is remarkably successful in predicting

relative croW sections for different spectators.

The Integrand of Eq. (4.17) becomes particularly simple in the

Holt that the projectile is much smaller than the target. Replacing

*a(rb-rx) by o(?b-?x) the reintegrai sets bj, • b x, so the remaining

integrand becomes ISbA(bx)|
2(1 - tsxA^bx^2l» "h1**1 clc»cly peaks at

the surface of A. E.g., if SfeA - S ^ - [i + expp]"1, 0 - <b-R)/a, the

Integrand is just cosh2(3/2), very, much like the parametrizatlon Bauer

et al.'? have found to be as accurate description of their DWBA

amplitudes»



KCEtrSTOíT

In a two-body scattering problea described by a complex potential,

the reaction cross section out of any entrance channel c Is given by

the familiar expression

where -W£ i s the Imaginary part of the optical potential In channel c

and <i>£+' i t s corresponding optical wave function. In a three-body

model of the projectile fragmentation reaction

a + A * b + x + A * . (5.2)

projectlle-fragnent spectra measured In certain regions of the

final-state phase space (e.g., ]> near Its gracing angle) strongly

suggest that one of the two fragments, here talcen as j>, does not

participate directly In the breakup. In this spectator aodel, the

breakup is produced by A interacting in any possible way with %, but

doing so only elastlcally with J>. In this lisle It Is plausible that

the Inclusive "fragnencatlon-reactlon* cross auction, for producing a

J», but summed over all xA final states which leave A la an excited

state (Including fusion), sight be written in the analogous fora

where tf^ and d x a r e the a b s o r p t i v e xA p o t c n t i . i l and c o r r e s p o n d i n g wave

function for this peculiar xA entrance channel. We find that this i s
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Indeed the c.\n»., and hence suggest that chls may provide a usefuL

theoretical approach to the problea. The above cross section, however,

excludes elastic fragmentation. In which the target remains la Its

ground state, so before comparing it co singles data for spectator

particles, their elastic fragmentation cross section must be estimated

(DWBA should suffice, since It Is known to be small) and added to

Eq. (5.3).

Considerable further Insight can be gained by using a Glauber

approximation to the distorted vives entering the problem, since it

puts .ill particles on the energy shell. Within this further

approximation the above cross section takes the very simple

partial-wave form

- °<v ? ' < v p « v

Pa b ^ p * x ' is here th* probability that the spectator has momentum

'*£ • ^ + q within the projectile at the instant x is removed, provided

this occurs vhen Jb misses the target and the xA relative angular

«omenturn Is Ax; and "^( ̂ ) is the xA rw/ictlon crocs section at the

same A^. If the absorption of the spectator by che target is

neglected, Pfl ]>(<!• A*) reduces to l"$a(q)l
2, the square of the moaentuo-

spaee Internal wave function for the projectile, giving che Serber-

aodel Halt,

(5.5)



Thus the Clauber-distorticn approximation clearly Illustrates the

following general features of Inclusive fragmentation:

1. The reaction occurs because % interacts with A; In a

b-indusive measurement, all final xA scates oust be Included, not just

the "breakup-fusion" ones.

2. The spectator must not be absorbed by the target. This

requires that Che longitudinal momentum spectrum of b come from the

surface region of the projectile, and broadens its transverse aomantua

spectrum.

3. Although the absorptive effects of the bA and xA optical

potentials are large, their refractive effects are minimal. The real

part of the xA optical phase shift vanishes from IS^Jl)!*, and that of

the A potential appears in 5X,
 v,ut only where |S b A| 13 fjnall,

suggesting a minimal effect. Both phases would presumably be much sore

Important i,n less inclusive reactions.
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